Week 1: Sunday,1 January to Saturday, 7 January, 2017

Program Guide
Week 1
Sunday January 1st, 2017
5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

5:45 am

France 24 Feature - News feature in English from France 24, Paris.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Live Premier League: Man Utd V Middlesbrough - Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster host live
coverage of the Premier League 2016-17 as Manchester United take on Middlesborough
at Old Trafford Stadium in Old Trafford. (Sport) (Football/Soccer) **Replay**
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Sunday January 1st, 2017
EASTERN STATES (NSW, ACT, VIC, TAS)
12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor
Sport) CC

3:00 pm

LIVE NBL: Melbourne Utd V Adelaide 36ers - Exclusive live coverage of Round 13 of
the NBL 2016-17. Watch as Melbourne United take on Adelaide 36ers at State Netball
and Hockey Centre, Victoria. (Sport) (Basketball) **Live**

5:00 pm

Small Business Secrets - In this episode, Small Business Secrets looks at the best and
most innovative ways for small businesses to get access to funding. Find out how to quit
your day job and start a business. And Ricardo speaks to the Shadow Small Business
Minister Katy Gallagher about what needs to be done to help small businesses. (S.1 Ep.6)
(An SBS Production) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. tba) CC

Sunday January 1st, 2017
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor
Sport) CC

2:30 pm

LIVE NBL: Melbourne Utd V Adelaide 36ers - Exclusive live coverage of Round 13 of
the NBL 2016-17. Watch as Melbourne United take on Adelaide 36ers at State Netball
and Hockey Centre, Victoria. (Sport) (Basketball) **Live**

4:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

5:00 pm

Small Business Secrets - In this episode, Small Business Secrets looks at the best and
most innovative ways for small businesses to get access to funding. Find out how to quit
your day job and start a business. And Ricardo speaks to the Shadow Small Business
Minister Katy Gallagher about what needs to be done to help small businesses. (S.1 Ep.6)
(An SBS Production) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. tba) CC
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Sunday January 1st, 2017
QUEENSLAND
12:00 pm

Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor
Sport) CC

2:00 pm

LIVE NBL: Melbourne Utd V Adelaide 36ers - Exclusive live coverage of Round 13 of
the NBL 2016-17. Watch as Melbourne United take on Adelaide 36ers at State Netball
and Hockey Centre, Victoria. (Sport) (Basketball) **Live**

4:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

4:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

5:00 pm

Small Business Secrets - In this episode, Small Business Secrets looks at the best and
most innovative ways for small businesses to get access to funding. Find out how to quit
your day job and start a business. And Ricardo speaks to the Shadow Small Business
Minister Katy Gallagher about what needs to be done to help small businesses. (S.1 Ep.6)
(An SBS Production) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. tba) CC

Sunday January 1st, 2017
NORTHERN TERRITORY
12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Small Business Secrets - In this episode, Small Business Secrets looks at the best and
most innovative ways for small businesses to get access to funding. Find out how to quit
your day job and start a business. And Ricardo speaks to the Shadow Small Business
Minister Katy Gallagher about what needs to be done to help small businesses. (S.1 Ep.6)
(An SBS Production) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. tba) CC

1:30 pm

LIVE NBL: Melbourne Utd V Adelaide 36ers - Exclusive live coverage of Round 13 of
the NBL 2016-17. Watch as Melbourne United take on Adelaide 36ers at State Netball
and Hockey Centre, Victoria. (Sport) (Basketball) **Live**

3:30 pm

Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor
Sport) CC
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Sunday January 1st, 2017
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
12:00 pm

LIVE NBL: Melbourne Utd V Adelaide 36ers - Exclusive live coverage of Round 13 of
the NBL 2016-17. Watch as Melbourne United take on Adelaide 36ers at State Netball
and Hockey Centre, Victoria. (Sport) (Basketball) **Live**

2:00 pm

Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor
Sport) CC

4:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

4:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

5:00 pm

Small Business Secrets - In this episode, Small Business Secrets looks at the best and
most innovative ways for small businesses to get access to funding. Find out how to quit
your day job and start a business. And Ricardo speaks to the Shadow Small Business
Minister Katy Gallagher about what needs to be done to help small businesses. (S.1 Ep.6)
(An SBS Production) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. tba) CC
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Sunday January 1st, 2017
ALL MARKETS REJOIN
5:30 pm

SBS Flashback - Multiculturalism has had a defining impact on the Australian identity and
migrants have the challenging task of reconciling their country of origin identity with that of
the adopted homeland. (An SBS Production) (Rpt) G CC

5:35 pm

Hitler's Secret Drug Habit - Cocaine, speed, sedatives, opiates, bull's semen, male and
female hormones: just a few of the 82 different drugs and medications Adolf Hitler was
consuming during the course of his 12 year reign. This documentary explores how far
Hitler pushed the limits of his drug addiction, and if drugs were responsible for his
monstrous actions - or if he was just a crazy dictator, full stop. (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A) CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)

7:30 pm

Queen Victoria's Children - Queen Victoria's relationships with her children were
complex and tumultuous. Behind closed doors, royal domestic life often seemed like a
battlefield. In a 60-year family saga, this documentary explores the reign of Victoria
through her personal relationships with her husband and her nine children. It's a story of
manipulation, conflict, intimidation, emotional blackmail, and fevered attempts by her
children to escape the clutches of their domineering and needy mother. A wealth of written
material and photos left by Victoria, Albert and her children, including letters, memoirs and
journals, bring the subject and characters to life. (From the UK) (Documentary) PG CC
**Premiere**

10:50 pm

New Year's Day Concert 2017 - The New Year's Concert of the Vienna Philharmonic is a
concert of classical music that takes place each year on the morning of New Year's Day in
Vienna, Austria. It is broadcast live around the world to an estimated audience of 50
million in 73 countries in 2012 and 90 countries in 2015. (From Germany, in English &
German) (Arts) PG **Premiere**

1:25 am

Swan Lake: Mariinsky Ballet - This fantastic production of Tchaikovsky’s ballet, Swan
Lake, celebrates 275 years of Russian ballet. The Mariinsky, under the direction of the
legendary Valery Gergiev, has some of the world’s greatest dancers and plays to sell-out
audiences wherever it performs. (From the UK) (Arts) (Dance) (Rpt) G

3:40 am

Strip The City - Paris Cavern City - Beneath the streets of Paris lies a parallel universe a maze of tunnels and ancient quarries stretching for over 290 kilometres. These quarries
provide the building blocks for the city, but now they threaten it with collapse. CGI
animation strips away Paris’s most famous icons to reveal their secret inner workings and
the ingenious technology that allowed engineers to build the Eiffel Tower and Notre Dame.
We peel back the boulevards to reveal the threat that lies just 20 metres below ground,
and descend into the city’s caverns to meet the engineers and geologists working to prop
up the streets above. (S.2,Ep.6) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC

4:40 am

Poppy - Set in a cinema multiplex before the digital age, when films came on reels not
portable hard-drives. Inspired by screenwriter Niki Aken's experience as a projectionist
during university, this Australian drama is based on the reactions of people she has shown
into the projection room. (From Australia) (Drama) (Short Film) (Rpt) MA(L) CC
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Monday January 2nd, 2017
5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

5:45 am

France 24 Feature - News feature in English from France 24, Paris.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English.

2:00 pm

New Year's Day Concert 2017 - The New Year's Concert of the Vienna Philharmonic is a
concert of classical music that takes place each year on the morning of New Year's Day in
Vienna, Austria. It is broadcast live around the world to an estimated audience of 50
million in 73 countries in 2012 and 90 countries in 2015. (From Germany, in English &
German) (Arts) (Rpt) PG

4:35 pm

Andreas Ottensamer - A Portrait - Andreas Ottensamer rose up through Austrian
symphonies and is now the solo clarinet with the Berlin Philharmonic. Don't miss this
intimate profile of a truly gifted instrumentalist to celebrate his solo album 'Portraits'. (From
Australia) (Entertainment) (Rpt) G CC

4:55 pm

Living Black - Game of Dreams - In the outback Queensland town of Mt Isa, rugby
league is a way of life. For many young indigenous players, the footy field is not only a
place of pride, but a gateway to better things. Hosted by Karla Grant. (An SBS/NITV
Production) (Rpt) CC
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Monday January 2nd, 2017
5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Rick Stein's Spain - One of the great delights of Basque food are 'pinxos'; huge tapas
portions. In this two-part episode, Rick learns all about them in a crowded bar in San
Sebastian. In Ordizia, he marvels at how the toddlers from local schools all come to the
market to see the various wares on display, while the teacher explains what things are.
Battling through the rain he arrives at La Rioja, one of the richest regions of the country,
stuffed with fabulous vineyards. Then it's on to Navarra and its most famous town,
Pamplona - known for its bull running and Ernest Hemingway - and the Catalonian town of
Lleida - which is crazy about snails. (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)

7:30 pm

Royal Cousins At War - At the outbreak of the First World War, three cousins reigned
over Europe's greatest powers: Tsar Nicholas II of Russia, Kaiser Wilhelm II of Germany
and King George V of England. This documentary looks at the role played by three
monarchs, and their relationships with each other, in the outbreak of war, arguing that it's
far greater than historians have historically believed. (Documentary) (Class. tba) CC
**Premiere**

9:40 pm

The Queen's Mother In Law - Few people have heard of the Queen's mother-in-law,
Princess Alice, but her life story almost defies belief. The mother of Prince Philip, Alice
married into the Greek royal family, only to see the Greek monarchy overthrown by
revolution. Fleeing into exile, she suffered a severe nervous breakdown, before being
admitted to a mental hospital where she was treated by Sigmund Freud. Later, she hid
Jews from the Nazis in World War Two, gave away all her possessions to help the poor,
and founded her own religious order. (From the UK, in English and German)
Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A) CC **Premiere**

10:40 pm

The World Game - Join the SBS football team for highlights and previews, plus the best
action, news and exclusive interviews from around the football world. (An SBS Production)
(Football/Soccer) CC

11:10 pm

Spiral - The double murder investigation steers Laure's team towards a group of bank
raiders. Laure is not convinced of Jaulin's involvement, but Roban insists that the father
has failed to tell the whole truth. In order to impress the commissioner, Herville entrusts
Gilou with the job of breaking up a network of muggers. Experts called to testify in the
case of the dead police officer show that the police manipulated the evidence. (S.5 Ep.3)
(From France, in French) (Drama Series) M(A,V,L)

12:10 am

Spiral - Laure tries to convince Roban that he is mistaken in his pursuit of Jaulin and
decides to concentrate on tracking down the raiders, but new evidence emerges which
proves damning for Jaulin. Herville piles the pressure on his team to nail the mugging ring,
so Gilou proposes an unorthodox alternative. While representing a civil case against
corrupt police officers, Josephine Karlsson comes up against an infamous, amoral lawyer
by the name of Eric Edelman. (S.5 Ep.4) (From France, in French) (Drama Series) M(S,L)
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Monday January 2nd, 2017
1:15 am

MOVIE:
Storm Warriors - An epic battle is played out by warriors harnessing the power of the
elements in this action drama from the directing team of Danny Pang and Oxide Pang
Chun. Heroic warriors Wind and Cloud find themselves up against a ruthless Japanese
warlord intent on invading China and taking control of the land. A sequel to the 1998
blockbuster, The Storm Riders. Winner of the award for Best Visual Effects at the 2010
Hong Kong Film Awards. Stars Aaron Kwok, Ekin Cheng and Kenny Ho. (From Hong
Kong, in Cantonese) (Action Adventure) (2009) (Rpt) M (V)

3:20 am

24 Hours In Emergency - Someone To Love - 38-year-old tree surgeon, Paul is rushed
into Resus by ambulance from Kent after falling 25 feet from a tree when his harness
failed, hitting his head on a concrete pole as he landed. Paul has a head wound and is
complaining of shooting pains in his back as well as pins and needles in his feet. Doctors
are immediately concerned that he may have injured his spine. Meanwhile 66-year-old
Anthony, who has recently been diagnosed with Parkinson’s and Prostate cancer, has
fallen down fifteen stairs at home. (S.6,Ep.3) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt)
M(A) CC

4:15 am

Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, a visit to the Ord River to learn
about a chickpea called the macarena; the fine art of dessert with Ryoichi Shiratsgu;
Victoria's rich black asparagus fields at Koo Wee Rup; and wild Singapore girls at a bridal
shower. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

4:55 am

Gourmet Farmer Afloat Bitesize - Some of your favourite moments and recipes so far
from Matthew Evans’s brand new series which sees he, Nick Haddow and Ross O’Meara
take to the sea to discover Australia’s fascinating history and amazing bounty while having
the time of their lives. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food) (Rpt) G CC
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Tuesday January 3rd, 2017
5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Judy Woodruff for
the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.

2:00 pm

Off The Record: Daniel Hope – Synopsis TBC (S.1 Ep.2) (From Australia) (Arts) G

2:30 pm

Good Listening - Cyrus Meher-Homji presents piano music both traditional and
alternative, from the Sydney International Piano Competition and Einaudi, respectively.
And Vladimir Ashkenazy takes tea with Shostakovich. (S.2 Ep.1) (From Australia) (Music)
(Class. Tba)

3:00 pm

Trawlermen - In a desperate attempt to find some good-quality fish, Skipper John Buchan
of the white-fish trawler Ocean Venture has steamed 240km south of the Arctic Circle: a
huge risk. Meanwhile, Fruitful Bough's skipper is back must dodge 30 other boats and
their fishing gear as they all fight for prawns. (From the UK, in English) (Documentary
Series) (Rpt) PG CC
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Tuesday January 3rd, 2017
3:30 pm

Cosmic Dawn: Real Moment Of Creation? - Forget the big bang. The real moment of
creation was the Cosmic Dawn - the moment of first light. This is the scientific version of
the story of Genesis. The big bang gets all the credit for creating our universe. But in fact,
the universe it gave was dark and boring. But after a hundred million years of nothing,
came a dramatic moment of transformation - the Cosmic Dawn. It’s the moment the first
stars were born, the moment that lit up the Universe, and made the first structure and the
first ingredients of life. This was the real moment of creation. This program explores how
astronomers are now trying to witness the cosmic dawn. (From the UK) (Documentary)
(Rpt) G CC

4:30 pm

Sri Lanka - Elephant Island - Sri Lanka, the tropical island lying off the southern coast of
India, is home to its own special elephants. A sub species of the Asian elephant, they
have their own unique characteristics. In this programme, award winning wildlife
cameraman Martyn Colbeck travels to Sri Lanka to try and get to know them. Martyn has
planned his arrival to coincide with the start of the monsoon, hoping it will be the best time
to find and follow a new born calf. By drawing on local knowledge, Martyn begins to
unravel the complex social world of Sri Lanka's elephants - he witnesses a fight over a
calf, a battle between two bulls in musk and, at an elephant sanctuary, befriends an
orphaned elephant who sadly lost a leg to a snare and is facing an uncertain future. (From
the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Motor Sport: Dakar Rally 2017 - Coverage of the Dakar Rally 2017. This year will see
the addition of Paraguay, the 29th country in its history. Australian winner of the 2016
Motorbike Class, Toby Price, will seek to defend his title. (Sport) (Motor Sports)

6:00 pm

Rick Stein's Spain - One of the great delights of Basque food are 'pinxos'; huge tapas
portions. In this two-part episode, Rick learns all about them in a crowded bar in San
Sebastian. In Ordizia, he marvels at how the toddlers from local schools all come to the
market to see the various wares on display, while the teacher explains what things are.
Battling through the rain he arrives at La Rioja, one of the richest regions of the country,
stuffed with fabulous vineyards. Then it's on to Navarra and its most famous town,
Pamplona - known for its bull running and Ernest Hemingway - and the Catalonian town of
Lleida - which is crazy about snails. (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)

7:30 pm

Prince Philip: The Plot To Make A King - The documentary explores Prince Philip’s
troubled upbringing and reveals the tense disputes in royal circles over his suitability to
marry the future Queen. Drawing on private family archives we’ll shed new light on his
German roots and Nazi family connections, and we’ll expose the secret plotting and
poisonous atmosphere in the Palace as his pushy uncle pressed him towards the throne and how courtiers, senior royal figures and shadowy schemers lined up against him to
deny him any influence. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

8:30 pm

Real Vikings - This series explores the history of the Vikings and highlights how it inspires
Michael Hirst's writing on the popular television drama, 'Vikings'. Led by world-renowned
Viking experts, this two-part series travels across Europe visiting museums and
archaeological sites to learn more about the past inhabitants of Scandinavia. In this
episode, 'Vikings' actor Clive Standen and top Viking experts travel across Europe to
discover why Viking raids on Europe were so devastating - and so successful. Then Clive
and Maude Hirst travel to Scandinavia to explore the pagan beliefs and warrior culture of
the Vikings, and dispel myths about their violent society. (Part 1 of 2) (From the US)
(Documentary Series) (Class. tba) **New Series Premiere**
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Tuesday January 3rd, 2017
10:10 pm

World News Australia Late - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production)

10:45 pm

Lilyhammer - Sigrid's father is killed in a hit-and-run accident. Alex becomes jealous of
Frank's attention towards Sigrid. (S.3 Ep.7) (From Norway & the US, in English &
Norwegian) (Drama Series) MA(S,L)

11:40 pm

1:40 am

MOVIE:
Sword Of Desperation - When highly respected samurai Kanemi Sanzaemon murders
one of his Lord's concubine in cold blood, he is thrown into solitary confinement for twelve
months. However, through a series of flashbacks, we learn that there were noble
intentions behind Kanemi's murderous act. Nominated for the Grand Prix des Amériques
at the 2010 Montréal World Film Festival. Directed by Hideyuki Hirayama and stars
Etsushi Toyokawa, Chizuru Ikewaki and Koji Kikkawa. (From Japan, in Japanese)
(Drama) (2010) (Rpt) MA(V)
24 Hours In Emergency - Life Blood - This week's episode from the award-winning
series, focuses on a young girl seriously injured after she’s run over by a bus, as well as
other pedestrians who’ve ended up as patients at King’s College Hospital in south
London. 12-year-old Jade from Kent is rushed twenty miles to King’s after being hit by a
car and knocked under a bus while walking to school. Her shocked mum Amanda travels
with her in the ambulance, alongside a police officer. Doctors are concerned that Jade
may have fractured her skull and could have internal injuries, so she needs an emergency
CT scan to determine the extent of her injuries. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt)
M(A,L) CC
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Tuesday January 3rd, 2017
EASTERN STATES (NSW, ACT, VIC, TAS)
2:35 am

24 Hours In Police Custody - Bad Blood - DS Emma James and DC Cathie Layton pull
a 22-hour shift to find the evidence against a young man accused of robbery and assault,
who denies everything and paints himself as the victim. (S.1,Ep.14) (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Rpt) M(L) CC

3:30 am

One Born Every Minute - Southmead Hospital rolls out the red carpet for a celebrity
'baby'. Baby Spice is coming in to support the maternity unit's charity and her arrival is
causing quite a stir. Midwife Sacha in particular is giddy with excitement about meeting
her idol, and brings in some treasured Spice Girl memorabilia to get signed. (S.5 Ep.13)
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC

4:25 am

Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, old fashioned fish and chips;
fantastic fruit flavoured gels; soft slippery tofu made by Joo Pum Kim; chef Bethany Finn
from Urban Bistro; and a country feast that's fit for a king. (An SBS Production) (Food
Series) (Rpt) G CC

5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. Wednesday
January 4th

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English. Wednesday January 4th

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English. Wednesday January 4th

6:15 am

Live Premier League: Bournemouth V Arsenal - Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster host live
coverage of the Premier League 2016-17 as Bournemouth take on Arsenal at Vitality
Stadium in Bournemouth. (Sport) (Football/Soccer) **Live** Wednesday January 4th

9:00 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles. Wednesday
January 4th
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Tuesday January 3rd, 2017
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
2:35 am

24 Hours In Police Custody - Bad Blood - DS Emma James and DC Cathie Layton pull
a 22-hour shift to find the evidence against a young man accused of robbery and assault,
who denies everything and paints himself as the victim. (S.1,Ep.14) (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Rpt) M(L) CC

3:30 am

One Born Every Minute - Southmead Hospital rolls out the red carpet for a celebrity
'baby'. Baby Spice is coming in to support the maternity unit's charity and her arrival is
causing quite a stir. Midwife Sacha in particular is giddy with excitement about meeting
her idol, and brings in some treasured Spice Girl memorabilia to get signed. (S.5 Ep.13)
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC

4:25 am

Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, old fashioned fish and chips;
fantastic fruit flavoured gels; soft slippery tofu made by Joo Pum Kim; chef Bethany Finn
from Urban Bistro; and a country feast that's fit for a king. (An SBS Production) (Food
Series) (Rpt) G CC

5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. Wednesday January
4th

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English. Wednesday January 4th

5:45 am

Live Premier League: Bournemouth V Arsenal - Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster host live
coverage of the Premier League 2016-17 as Bournemouth take on Arsenal at Vitality
Stadium in Bournemouth. (Sport) (Football/Soccer) **Live** Wednesday January 4th

8:30 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.
Wednesday January 4th

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles. Wednesday
January 4th
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QUEENSLAND
2:35 am

24 Hours In Police Custody - Bad Blood - DS Emma James and DC Cathie Layton pull
a 22-hour shift to find the evidence against a young man accused of robbery and assault,
who denies everything and paints himself as the victim. (S.1,Ep.14) (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Rpt) M(L) CC

3:30 am

One Born Every Minute - Southmead Hospital rolls out the red carpet for a celebrity
'baby'. Baby Spice is coming in to support the maternity unit's charity and her arrival is
causing quite a stir. Midwife Sacha in particular is giddy with excitement about meeting
her idol, and brings in some treasured Spice Girl memorabilia to get signed. (S.5 Ep.13)
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC

4:25 am

Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, old fashioned fish and chips;
fantastic fruit flavoured gels; soft slippery tofu made by Joo Pum Kim; chef Bethany Finn
from Urban Bistro; and a country feast that's fit for a king. (An SBS Production) (Food
Series) (Rpt) G CC

5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network. Wednesday
January 4th

5:15 am

Live Premier League: Bournemouth V Arsenal - Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster host live
coverage of the Premier League 2016-17 as Bournemouth take on Arsenal at Vitality
Stadium in Bournemouth. (Sport) (Football/Soccer) **Live** Wednesday January 4th

8:00 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles. Wednesday
January 4th

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.
Wednesday January 4th

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles. Wednesday
January 4th
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Tuesday January 3rd, 2017
NORTHERN TERRITORY
2:35 am

24 Hours In Police Custody - Bad Blood - DS Emma James and DC Cathie Layton pull
a 22-hour shift to find the evidence against a young man accused of robbery and assault,
who denies everything and paints himself as the victim. (S.1,Ep.14) (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Rpt) M(L) CC

3:30 am

One Born Every Minute - Southmead Hospital rolls out the red carpet for a celebrity
'baby'. Baby Spice is coming in to support the maternity unit's charity and her arrival is
causing quite a stir. Midwife Sacha in particular is giddy with excitement about meeting
her idol, and brings in some treasured Spice Girl memorabilia to get signed. (S.5 Ep.13)
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC

4:25 am

Continental Drift - Croatia, 1999. A delicate drama, in which a young woman discovers
the bittersweet poignancy of ephemeral romance, and the uncanny intimacy between
strangers, amidst echoes of war. (Australia) (Short Film) (Drama) (2012) (Rpt) MA(L) CC

4:45 am

Live Premier League: Bournemouth V Arsenal - Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster host live
coverage of the Premier League 2016-17 as Bournemouth take on Arsenal at Vitality
Stadium in Bournemouth. (Sport) (Football/Soccer) **Live** Wednesday January 4th

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles. Wednesday
January 4th

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.
Wednesday January 4th

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles. Wednesday
January 4th
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA
2:35 am

Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, old fashioned fish and chips;
fantastic fruit flavoured gels; soft slippery tofu made by Joo Pum Kim; chef Bethany Finn
from Urban Bistro; and a country feast that's fit for a king. (An SBS Production) (Food
Series) (Rpt) G CC

3:05 am

Gourmet Farmer - Some of your favourite moments and recipes so far from Matthew
Evans’s brand new series which sees he, Nick Haddow and Ross O’Meara take to the sea
to discover Australia’s fascinating history and amazing bounty while having the time of
their lives. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food) (Rpt) G CC

3:15 am

Live Premier League: Bournemouth V Arsenal - Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster host live
coverage of the Premier League 2016-17 as Bournemouth take on Arsenal at Vitality
Stadium in Bournemouth. (Sport) (Football/Soccer) **Live**

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English. Wednesday January 4th

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English. Wednesday January 4th

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. Wednesday January 4th

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles. Wednesday
January 4th

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.
Wednesday January 4th

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles. Wednesday
January 4th
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ALL MARKETS REJOIN
9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Judy Woodruff for
the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.

2:00 pm

Live Premier League: Bournemouth V Arsenal - Lucy Zelic and Craig Foster host live
coverage of the Premier League 2016-17 as Bournemouth take on Arsenal at Vitality
Stadium in Bournemouth. (Sport) (Football/Soccer) **Replay**

4:30 pm

Wild Hawaii - Land of Fire - Explore the fiery heart of Hawaii; from volcanic eruptions
spewing rivers of molten lava to spiders that smile, fish that climb and turtles that bury
secrets in a landscape that defies expectations. Learn about the monster at Hawaii's
molten core, Kilauea, one of the most active volcanoes on Earth. See how Hawaii's
creatures have evolved to be different from their cousins the world over. Finally, we show
how 95 percent of the flora on these islands does not exist anywhere else in the world.
(Ep.1) (From the USA) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Motor Sport: Dakar Rally 2017 - Coverage of the Dakar Rally 2017. This year will see
the addition of Paraguay, the 29th country in its history. Australian winner of the 2016
Motorbike Class, Toby Price, will seek to defend his title. (Sport) (Motor Sports)

6:00 pm

Rick Stein's Spain - In this two-part episode, Rick is invited to a beautiful beach party at
La Pelosa, where everyone gets stuck into preparing lunch. Continuing his journey
through the spectacular countryside, far removed from the high-rise holiday destinations of
the Costa Brava, he seeks out an old mill, El Moli, a restaurant and a magical place his
boyhood friend Mark told him about years ago. Rick also eats some of the best seafood in
the country, including prawns from Palamos, best simply tossed in a hot pan with sea salt
- sweet and succulent. (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)

7:30 pm

The Last Battle Of The Vikings - In October of 1263, King Hakon Hakonson stepped
ashore at Largs to command his 900 Norwegian warriors against a force of 500 mounted
Scottish knights. The calamitous events to follow at the Battle of Largs changed the future
course and identity of a fledgling Scottish nation forever. Professor Jon Henderson
rediscovers the incredible story of the last days of the Vikings, painting a vivid picture of
Scotland and the brutal men who came over the North Sea in longships. (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Class. tba) **Premiere**
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Wednesday January 4th, 2017
8:40 pm

Real Vikings - This series explores the history of the Vikings and highlights how it inspires
Michael Hirst's writing on the popular television drama, 'Vikings'. Led by world-renowned
Viking experts, this two-part series travels across Europe visiting museums and
archaeological sites to learn more about the past inhabitants of Scandinavia. (Part 2 of 2)
(From the US) (Documentary Series) (Class.tba) **Final Episode**

10:20 pm

Trapped - The weather is finally improving and the investigation team from Reykjavik
arrives. They waste no time closing the case. In record-breaking time they manage to get
a confession to both murders and are soon on their way back to the city. But sometimes
things are just too good to be true. (S.1 Ep.7) (From Iceland, in Icelandic & English)
(Drama Series) MA(A) CC

11:20 pm

World News Australia Late - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production)

11:50 pm

1:40 am

4:00 am

MOVIE:
The Grump - The Grump is about a cantankerous old man whose old school
stubbornness is put to the test when he is forced, due to a heavy fall, to move in to the city
with his sharp business-minded daughter-in-law. The two instantly butt heads, with
hilarious consequences, and pretty soon the daughter wants him out. But there’s more to
the old git than she originally thought. And likewise, he has a thing or two to learn from this
modern woman. So what starts out as a tragicomic disaster turns out to be a touching
story about new discovery, tolerance and closing the generation gap. (From Finland, in
Finnish) (Movie) (Comedy) (Class. tba)
MOVIE:
The Tree Of Life - Director, Terrence Malick traces the evolution of an 11-year-old boy in
the Midwest, from his first experiences of joy love and mercy (from his mother), to his
introduction to the 'ways of the world' (from his father). Each parent contends for his
allegiance, and the boy must reconcile their claims. His experience of the world, once a
thing of glory, becomes a labyrinth as he seeks unselfish love. (From the US) (Film)
(Drama) (2010) (Rpt) PG CC
One Born Every Minute: What Happened Next? - This documentary series revisits
some of One Born Every Minute's most memorable mums and dads as they face the
highs and the lows of parenthood to build a family and a future. (S.2,Ep.2) (From the UK)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(A) CC
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Thursday January 5th, 2017
5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Judy Woodruff for
the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.

2:00 pm

Obama: Eight Years Of Power - Obamacare - With exclusive interviews from President
Obama and his White House team, this episode tells the story of Obama's greatest
legacy: healthcare. When Obama announced his proposals for affordable, accessible
healthcare for every American, he sparked a bitter conflict. (S.1 Ep.2) (From the US)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. Tba) CC

3:05 pm

Living Black - A Spiritual Meeting - Australia's leading Indigenous current affairs
program. Hosted by Karla Grant. (An SBS/NITV Production) CC

3:35 pm

SBS Flashback - As the melting pot bubbles away, many more Australians are choosing
to marry outside their ethnic background. At no other time are cultural traditions celebrated
with such passion as at a wedding. (S.1 Ep.5) (From Australia) (An SBS Production)
(Entertainment Series) (Short) (Rpt) G CC

3:40 pm

The Sixties - The Times They Are A-Changin’ - Gloria Steinem, Robert Kennedy, Jr.,
former U.S. Rep. Barney Frank, Cecile Richards, Marlo Thomas, Douglas Brinkley, and
Gail Collins discuss how feminism, civil rights, environmentalism, conservatism, and the
gay rights movements were fuelled by deep yearnings for freedom by a generation
unwilling to wait. (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC
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4:30 pm

Underground Britain - Wales - In Rob’s exploration of subterranean Wales, he’ll abseil
down a cliff face, do a long crawl in the depths of the earth, explore the “slate capital of
Wales” and discover dungeons, chambers and passageways beneath two mighty castles.
(From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG

5:30 pm

Motor Sport: Dakar Rally 2017 - Coverage of the Dakar Rally 2017. This year will see
the addition of Paraguay, the 29th country in its history. Australian winner of the 2016
Motorbike Class, Toby Price, will seek to defend his title. (Sport) (Motor Sports)

6:00 pm

Rick Stein's Spain - In this two-part episode, Rick is invited to a beautiful beach party at
La Pelosa, where everyone gets stuck into preparing lunch. Continuing his journey
through the spectacular countryside, far removed from the high-rise holiday destinations of
the Costa Brava, he seeks out an old mill, El Moli, a restaurant and a magical place his
boyhood friend Mark told him about years ago. Rick also eats some of the best seafood in
the country, including prawns from Palamos, best simply tossed in a hot pan with sea salt
- sweet and succulent. (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)

7:30 pm

Chocolate Perfection With Michel Roux Jr - Discover the sumptuous and decadent
secrets of chocolate with Michel Roux Jr. Michel goes on a culinary journey to discover
the secret of chocolate - not just why we're addicted to the sublime and complex foodstuff
but its rich and varied history, from a sacred drink of Aztec Emperors to the aphrodisiac of
choice at the court of Louis XIV in Versailles. For Michel Roux Jr the best chocolate in the
world is to be found in France, where the art of the chocolatier has been handed down
from generation to generation. In this documentary he sets out to create his own unique
chocolate flavour to use in his cooking. He will immerse himself in the world of chocolate,
from the raw cocoa bean to some of the most refined and unusual chocolate creations the
world has seen. (From the UK, in English & French) (Food) (Rpt) G CC

8:35 pm

Poh & Co. Best Bites - This two-part Bite Size series features the best of the nine part
series, Poh & Co. divided into sweet and savoury. (Food Series) G CC

9:05 pm

Destination Flavour Down Under - New Zealand: Southern South Island - In tonight’s
final episode, Adam takes a scenic route to Gore and Invercargill on New Zealand’s South
Island, before heading to the stunning Lake Wakatipu. He spends a long day in the water
fishing for trout with a former lawyer, meets a brewer who specialises in craft ciders and
beers, and visits a local hunter for some fresh meats. Along the way he collects
ingredients for a delicious New Zealand hunter’s pie, the perfect dish to consume in front
of a fire with snow-dusted mountains as the backdrop. (Final) (Commissioned by SBS)
(Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

9:35 pm

Outlander - Wentworth Prison - As Claire mounts a rescue at Wentworth Prison, Jamie
faces execution and finds himself at the mercy of Black Jack Randall. (S.1 Ep.15) (From
the UK, in English & Gaelic) (Drama Series) (Class. tba) CC **Final Double Episodes**

10:40 pm

Outlander - To Ransom A Man’s Soul - A plan is put in place to attempt to free Jamie
from Wentworth Prison where he’s once again being held by his tormentor, Black Jack
Randall. (S.1 Ep.16) (From the UK, in English & Gaelic) (Drama Series) (Class. tba) CC
**Final Double Episodes**
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11:45 pm

World News Australia Late - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production)

12:00 am

Magnifica 70 - Vicente is neglecting his work as a censor. When he arrives home, he's
confronted by Isabel about the film script. She decides to go to a clinic where she
undergoes a Reichian therapy session. Meanwhile, Rosalvo's apartment in Rio, where the
filming was to take place, catches fire. With Isabel away, Vicente offers his own flat to the
team. Filming begins, but Vicente’s inexperience and insecurity make everyone impatient.
(S.1 Ep.5) (From Brazil, in Portuguese) (Drama Series) M(N,V,L)

1:05 am

The World Game - Join the SBS football team for highlights and previews, plus the best
action, news and exclusive interviews from around the football world. (An SBS Production)
(Football/Soccer) CC

1:35 am

MOVIE:
Welcome - The life of swimming instructor Simon is turned upside down when he helps
Bilal, a young Iraqi refugee stranded in Calais. Non-swimmer Bilal is determined to reunite
with his fiancée in England by swimming across the English Channel. Winner of 10
international film awards, including the 2010 Lumiere Award for Best Film. Directed by
Philippe Lioret and stars Vincent Lindon, Firat Ayverdi and Audrey Dana. (From France, in
French, English and Kurdish) (Drama) (2009) (Rpt) M(A,L) CC

3:30 am

The Island With Bear Grylls: Women - The women are starving as they enter their sixth
and final week on the island. Having plundered all the resources in the vicinity of their
beach, the group are now looking to the ocean to sustain them. The women are pinning
all their hopes on their fishing net catching a major haul but so far it’s eluded them. Chaos
has begun to rein in camp, and the group are fractured. Having relied solely on communal
decision-making, the lack of unity leaves the larder bare and the camp falling apart. Can
the women unite at the final stage of their island experience, or will they depart the island
divided? (S.2,Ep.6) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(L) CC

4:25 am

Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, spelt - the story of a grain
that's been cultivated since ancient times; voluptuous nougat with Robert Rinaldi; mussels
Belgian-style; and how to make the lightest gnocchi with chef Mirko Grillini. (An SBS
Production) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC
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Friday January 6th, 2017
5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Judy Woodruff for
the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.

2:00 pm

From the Western Frontier - Fighter - The moving story of a middle aged Indigenous
wrestler who must face up to strong emotions as he relives the traumatic death of his
mother and their troubled history together. (S.2 Ep.1) (An NITV Production) (Documentary
Series) PG

2:30 pm

From the Western Frontier - Angela's Rules - Angela Rule is a rising Indigenous
Australian singer and songwriter whose spectacular talent has been fuelled by her family
of eight sisters and the tragic passing of their beloved father. (S.2 Ep.2) (An NITV
Production) (Documentary Series) G

3:00 pm

The Point Year In Review 2016 - Stan Grant and the NITV team look back on 2016. The
Point goes beyond the mainstream news cycle to uncover Indigenous stories that matter.
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3:25 pm

Italy Unpacked - Home Away From Rome - The second leg of Andrew and Giorgio's
journey down the west coast of Italy takes them to Lazio. Usually, this region's capital,
Rome, takes centre stage, but not this time. The two explorers deliberately avoid the
eternal city and discover the legacy of those who took refuge from the cauldron of city life
and the politics of power and popes. Giorgio just has to visit the beautiful city of Viterbo to
find out more about the first papal conclave, which he remembers from school, and then
it's time to treat Andrew to a meal fit for a pope with recipes from a historic cookbook.
(Ep.2) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC

4:30 pm

Greeks Of The Sea - In Naxos, Nikos meets the flamboyant local harbour master and a
billionaire property tycoon with a magnificent cruiser. He tries his hand at windsurfing and
spends a crazy 24-hours on the party island of Ios. From there he travels to stunning
Amorgos to dive for pirate treasure and learns why the seamen of Greece have a special
spirituality. Our host then arrives on the island of Fournoi, and is welcomed into an
endearing fishing family. Nikos sees first-hand the results of overfishing in The Aegean.
He then confronts the captain of a supposedly-illegal super trawler. From there, Nikos
travels to Samos to meet the renowned wooden boat builders, and learns of their struggle
to survive. (Part 2 of 3) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

Motor Sport: Dakar Rally 2017 - Coverage of the Dakar Rally 2017. This year will see
the addition of Paraguay, the 29th country in its history. Australian winner of the 2016
Motorbike Class, Toby Price, will seek to defend his title. (Sport) (Motor Sports)

6:00 pm

Rick Stein's Spain - In this two-part episode, Rick heads for the little known region of
Extramadura - it’s famous for pimenton and Spain’s most celebrated ham Iberico. In his
old camper he drives south to Spain’s most romantic city - Seville the home of tapas and
flamenco. (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)

7:30 pm

Wild Venice - Venice is full of secrets, unpredictable, and wild! Behind the painterly
backdrop of palaces, churches and canals exists a thus far uncharted universe inhabited
by an extraordinary menagerie of creatures. This is a wonderful-looking, high-end wildlife
documentary from ORF. It’s a rather unique documentary that looks at the wildlife of a
place we usually only think of as urban. (From Germany, in English) (Documentary) G CC
**Premiere**

8:30 pm

10:30 pm

MOVIE:
Whiplash - A young and talented drummer attending a prestigious music academy finds
himself under the wing of the most respected professor at the school, one who does not
hold back on abuse towards his students. The two form an odd relationship as the student
wants to achieve greatness, and the professor pushes him. (From the US) (Movie)
(Drama) (2014) MA(L) CC
World News Australia Late - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production)
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11:00 pm

MOVIE:
Manhood - Romain Duris stars as directionless bachelor Samuel, who vows to spend the
next twenty-four hours re-evaluating his life so he can make the ultimate decision of
whether he is capable of fulfilling his commitment to his new love, fashion photographer
Tina. Directed by Raphaël Fejtö, and also stars Aïssa Maïge and Clement Sibony. (From
France, in French) (Comedy) (2007) (Rpt) MA (S)

12:30 am

Romanzo Criminale - Libano leads his associates on a brutal campaign to wipe out their
rivals in Rome - but after forming an alliance with the Sicilian mafia, they become
entangled in a terrorist plot to kidnap one of Italy's most senior politicians. Meanwhile,
Inspector Scialoja grows dangerously close to Patrizia, and Freddo continues his romance
with Roberta. Stars Francesco Montanari and Marco Bocci. (S.1,Ep.5) (From Rome, in
Italian) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(S)

1:40 am

Romanzo Criminale - The gang members are thrown in jail after the police find evidence
linking them to the Baron's murder, and rumours begin to spread of a traitor in their midst.
However, they soon face a more immediate problem when they are confronted by a
vengeful inmate. Stars Francesco Montanari and Marco Bocci. (S.1,Ep.6) (From Rome, in
Italian) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(V)

2:50 am

Romanzo Criminale - Libano and the gang are freed from prison and set about taking
down rival gangster Terrible, who proves to be a difficult opponent. Dandi goes into hiding
following his brutal beating of a man he found in bed with Patricia, and the prostitute finds
herself given an offer she cannot refuse. Stars Francesco Montanari and Marco Bocci.
(S.1,Ep.7) (From Rome, in Italian) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(V,S)

3:45 am

Romanzo Criminale - The gang tries to take advantage of chaos on the streets of Rome,
where police are struggling to deal with protesters and the Red Brigades. However, as
Libano and his colleagues ruthlessly set about eliminating their rivals, they inadvertently
leave more trails for the dogged Inspector Scialoja to follow. Stars Francesco Montanari
and Marco Bocci. (S.1,Ep.8) (From Rome, in Italian) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(V)

4:40 am

The Acrobat - The life of an acrobat is just like everybody else's. It is full of dreams. But
now the acrobat's dreams are broken. (From Spain, in English) (Short Film) (Drama)
(2012) (Rpt) M(A) CC
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5:00 am

CCTV English News - The English language news channel from China Central Television
(CCTV) in Beijing, the nation's largest national broadcasting network.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Judy Woodruff for
the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.

2:00 pm

Small Business Secrets - In this episode, Small Business Secrets looks at the best and
most innovative ways for small businesses to get access to funding. Find out how to quit
your day job and start a business. And Ricardo speaks to the Shadow Small Business
Minister Katy Gallagher about what needs to be done to help small businesses. (S.1 Ep.6)
(An SBS Production) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. tba) CC

2:30 pm

ISU Figure Skating - Coverage of the ISU Grand Prix Japan, featuring the Pairs and
Women’s competitions. (Sport) (Figure Skating)

3:30 pm

Alexander's Lost World - Mother of all Cities - In the time of the ancient Greeks, the
land of Bactria was one of the richest kingdoms in the Persian empire. For Alexander the
Great, taking control of the mighty Bactrian capital was of major strategic importance in
the fight against his Persian enemy. David Adams explores ruins in northern Afghanistan
in search of the fabled metropolis once known as the 'Mother of all Cities'. (Part 2 of 6)
(From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC
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4:30 pm

Angkor Rediscovered - How did Angkor become the largest 13th century city ever built?
Using the most sophisticated technologies in conjunction with research focusing on
statues, casts, and documents handed down by Louis Delaporte - one of the first
explorers of Angkor in the 19th century - researchers have been able to uncover how
Khmer temples operated, the meaning of their architecture, and how the capital of the
Empire grew to become the largest city in the world at the end of the 13th century. (From
France, in English, French and German) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

Motor Sport: Dakar Rally 2017 - Coverage of the Dakar Rally 2017. This year will see
the addition of Paraguay, the 29th country in its history. Australian winner of the 2016
Motorbike Class, Toby Price, will seek to defend his title. (Sport) (Motor Sports)

6:00 pm

Bon Appetit! Gerard Depardieu's Europe - Gerard loves the Catalans. He discovers
Prat chicken, snails, eels, and beautiful rice fields in the Ebro Delta. In a tapas bar in
Barcelona, he meets the filmmaker Isabel Coixet. (S.1 Ep.6) (From France, in French)
(Food Series) PG CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production)

7:30 pm

Hitler's Secrets - The Opportunist - In this series, world-renowned experts investigate
the man behind the monster, taking us into the depths of Hitler's mind. Using the latest
research across the course of Hitler's life, they pinpoint the key moments in his meteoric
rise and ultimate downfall. The series features some rarely seen archive material and
state-of-the-art colourisation which helps bring Hitler powerfully to life. Expert analysts
reveal fresh insights into Hitler’s body language and the power of his speech. Ultimately,
this series provides a fresh perspective on Hitler and explains how he was able to go from
jobless loner to a ruthless dictator loved and feared by millions. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the UK)
(Documentary Series) PG CC **New Series Premiere**

8:30 pm

Vikings - Good Treason - Faith, family and loyalty are tested as the struggle over power
and land continues in the new season of Vikings. Following last season's battle in Paris,
Ragnar returns to Kattegat dangerously ill and events unfold beyond his control. Bjorn
orders the arrest of Floki for Athelstan's murder, while in Paris, Rollo betrays the last of his
Viking supporters to strengthen his position in the French Court. Stars Travis Fimmel,
Alyssa Sutherland and Clive Standen. (S.4,Ep.1) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt)
MA(V) CC **Vikings Marathon**

9:20 pm

Vikings - Kill The Queen - As Ragnar and Floki remain at odds in Kattegat, Rollo makes
great efforts in Paris to win over his new bride, Princess Gisla. Bjorn's survival skills are
put to the test in the wilderness, while King Ecbert sets the task for his son Aethelwulf to
rescue Queen Kwenthrith from opposing forces in Mercia. Stars Travis Fimmel, Alyssa
Sutherland and Clive Standen. (S.4,Ep.2) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(V) CC
**Vikings Marathon**

10:10 pm

Vikings - Mercy - Ragnar tells Floki of the heavy price he has paid for his actions but as
Floki remains a prisoner, a mysterious visitor to Ragnar counsels mercy. Intrigue prevails
at the French Court as Rollo finds an unlikely ally in Count Odo, but can't escape the
contempt of his new bride. Bjorn must fight a fierce opponent in the wilderness but will he
survive the threat that Erlendur and Kalf are sending his way? Stars Travis Fimmel, Alyssa
Sutherland and Clive Standen. (S.4,Ep.3) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(V,S)
CC **Vikings Marathon**
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11:05 pm

Vikings - Yol - The yule log burns in the Great Hall in Kattegat and, though Floki must
remain out in the cold, other visitors are welcomed, among them a Norwegian King and
Bjorn, with a new partner we've met before. King Aelle visits Wessex for Christmas and is
not impressed with how family relations are developing. In Paris, Rollo's future hangs in
the balance - can he win over his new bride, Gisla, as a Papal delegation arrives to
arrange a divorce? Stars Travis Fimmel, Alyssa Sutherland and Clive Standen. (S.4,Ep.4)
(From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(V) CC **Vikings Marathon**

11:55 pm

Vikings - Promised - There's an air of betrayal as those whom Odo trusts plot against
him; Ecbert agrees to support Kwenthrith in Mercia; Pregnancy brings happiness to
Lagertha and Kalf; and a marriage is arranged. (S.4a Ep.5) (From the US) (Drama Series)
(Rpt) M(V,S) CC **Vikings Marathon**

12:45 am

Vikings - What Might Have Been - Ragnar declares another raid on Paris at the Thing in
Kattegat; Ecbert also has a journey in mind as he dispatches Aethelwulf and Alfred on a
pilgrimage to Rome. (S.4 Ep.6) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(V,S,N) CC
**Vikings Marathon**

1:35 am

Vikings - The Profit and The Loss - King Ecbert's ambitions are uncovered as he
schemes to gain the crown of Mercia; the Vikings attack with considerable force; Harbard,
the mysterious wanderer, is back and causes a stir amongst the women of Kattegat. (S.4
Ep.7) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(V,S) CC **Vikings Marathon**

2:25 am

Vikings - Portage - The defeated Vikings question Ragnar's leadership as they evacuate
their camp and move back down-river; Ragnar orders the fleet to beach at a cliff face and
unveils an ingenious plan. (S.4 Ep.8) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(V,S) CC
**Vikings Marathon**

3:15 am

Vikings - Death All Round - The labours of the Vikings eventually bear fruit as they relaunch their boats within sight of Paris. Aethelwulf and Alfred arrive in Rome and Pope
Leo confers honours. (S.4 Ep.9) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) (Rpt) MA(V) CC
**Vikings Marathon**

4:05 am

Vikings - The Last Ship - A fierce battle between the Vikings and the French eventually
comes down to Ragnar agaisnt Rollo and the outcome seals the fates of the two brothers.
(S.4 Ep.10) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(V) CC **Vikings Marathon**

